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Each year, the federal government awards billions of dollars in small-business contracts.

Government law attorney Steven J. Koprince teaches readers to look beyond winning a piece

of the $500 billion pie and concentrate instead on the crucial but complex Federal Acquisition

Regulation (FAR) and other rules required for keeping the contract alive and avoiding penalties.

The Small-Business Guide to Government Contracts puts a wealth of specialized legal counsel

at readers’ fingertips, answering the most important compliance questions like: Is a small

business really small? Who is eligible for HUBZone, 8(a), SDVO, or WOSB programs? What

salaries and benefits must be offered? What ethical requirements must be followed? When

does affiliation become a liability?Small-business contracts are both the lifeblood of hundreds

of thousands of companies and a quagmire of red tape. No one can afford to be lax with the

rules or too harried to heed them. The Small-Business Guide to Government Contracts

empowers contractors to avoid missteps, meet their compliance obligations--and keep the

pipeline flowing.

Book DescriptionEach year, the federal government awards billions of dollars in small-business

contracts. It’s both the lifeblood of hundreds of thousands of companies and a quagmire of red

tape. One misstep can result in hefty fines, cancelled contracts—even jail time.The Small-

Business Guide to Government Contracts puts a wealth of specialized legal counsel at readers’

fingertips. It’s the one book that looks beyond winning a piece of the $500 billion pie and

concentrates on the crucial but complex Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and other rules

required for keeping the contract alive and avoiding penalties. Clear answers to the most

important compliance questions are inside, including:• Is a small business really small?• Who

is eligible for the HUBZone, 8(a), SDVO orWOSB programs?• What salaries and benefits must

be offered?• What ethical requirements must be followed?• When does affiliation become a

liability?No one can afford to be lax with the rules or too harried to heed them. This book helps

contractors meet their compliance obligations—and keep the pipeline flowing.--This text refers

to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapNothing puts a small business on the path to

financial stability like tapping into a lucrative government contract. A whopping $500 billion of

federal contracts are distributed every year, with more than $100 billion specifically set aside

for small businesses.But Uncle Sam’s money comes with strings attached. Lots of them!

Though many small businesses depend on federal contracts for survival, they often flounder

through the red tape. One misstep can result in hefty fines, cancelled contracts—even jail

time.Now you can get the essential nuts-and-bolts information you need to navigate the

complex Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and other rules required for keeping the

contract alive and avoiding penalties. Written by an experienced procurement lawyer, The

Small-Business Guide to Government Contracts puts valuable legal information at your

fingertips—but stripped of unnecessary legalese. Instead, you’ll find clear, concise answers to

your most pressing questions about small-business set-asides, including:• How do you know if

your small business is really small?• What are the differences between revenue-based and

employee-based size standards?• Who is eligible for the HUBZone, 8(a), SDVOSB, or WOSB

programs?• What minimum salaries and benefits must you offer if you receive a federal

contract?• What ethical requirements need to be followed, and what “no nos” can land you in

trouble?• When does affiliation become a liability, and how do you resolve this potential deal-



breaker?• Why might the government view your subcontractor as an “ostensible

subcontractor”?• What happens if you want to sell your business while performing a

government contract?No one can afford to be lax with the rules or too harried to heed them.

Whether you currently have a government contract, or are one of the hundreds of thousands of

companies vying for these contracts or contemplating a bid, this is the one book that looks

beyond writing a winning proposal to concentrate on your critical compliance obligations. It’s

packed with real-life stories from the field, questionnaires and calculations to help you evaluate

your small-business status, tips on drafting agreements and proposals, at-a-glance checklists

for pinpointing information—and more essential compliance information you need to keep the

pipeline flowing.Steven J. Koprince is a small-business and government contracts attorney

whose practice is dedicated to helping small companies successfully navigate the federal

marketplace, as well as assisting large companies in forming compliant teaming and

mentoring relationships with small contractors. He is a regular speaker and author on the FAR,

the SBA affiliation rules, and other legal matters important to small government contractors,

and has published articles in leading legal and industry publications. He serves as an editor of

The Procurement Lawyer. A graduate of Duke University and the Marshall-Wythe School of

Law at the College of William & Mary, he lives in Lawrence, Kansas, with his wife and

daughter.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverAdvance Praise for

The Small-Business Guide to Government Contracts:“The Small-Business Guide to

Government Contracts is the definitive guide to everything any business needs to know about

small-business compliance. This should be a desktop reference for all contractors, large or

small, and OSDBUs, PTACs, SBLOs, and everyone else in the government contracting

community.”— Mark Amtower, Co-Founder, Government Market Master program“The Small-

Business Guide to Government Contracts should prove to be an essential and dust-free

reference for small-business leaders pursuing federal contracts.”— Guy Timberlake, Chief

Visionary and CEO, The American Small Business Coalition“Any business interested in

government contracting and avoiding many of the pitfalls associated with this complex subject

must read this book. It explains in an easily understood manner how to deal with and

understand many of the rules and regulations concerning government procurement. I was

particularly impressed with its coverage of the 8(a) Business Development Program.”—

Charles Gaston, President, Charles Gaston & Associates/ Former U.S. Small Business

Administration District Director“Steven Koprince has hit the nail on the head, and the timing

couldn’t have beenmore perfect....This is not only a book that will help government contractors

learn to quickly navigate federal waters, but should be required reading for acquisition

personnel....Superb read!”— Valerie Lewis, President, NCA Service Disabled Veteran Owned

Small Business Network--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSTEVEN J.

KOPRINCE is an attorney whose practice focuses on representing small businesses and

government contractors. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.INTRODUCTIONIMAGINE YOUR SMALL BUSINESS losing

millions of dollars in lucrativecontracts, paying heavy fines, or even being prohibited fromselling

to your largest customer—all for violating rules you didn’tknow existed. It sounds like a

nightmare, but when it comes to doingbusiness with the federal government, it is a reality

countless smallbusiness owners face.If Uncle Sam is one of your small business’s customers,

you’re notalone. The federal government spends $500 billion annually to buygoods and

services from contractors, and thanks to special rules requiringagencies to award contracts to

small businesses, nearly aquarter of those procurement dollars go to small companies.

Contractingwith the government can be lucrative—but if you don’t knowthe key rules and



regulations, it can also be very risky.When the government is your customer, you must learn a

wholenew rulebook, very different from the one you may be used to in thecommercial

marketplace. It’s a big rulebook—thousands of pages ofdense text, spread out over a

hodgepodge of federal statutes and regulations.And, as counterintuitive as it sounds, the rules

are actuallymore complex for small businesses than for large companies. Not onlydoes your

small business have to follow most of the same governmentcontracting regulations as big

players such as Boeing, Lockheed, andIBM, but you must also obey a special set of

regulations that applyonly to small business contractors.Of course, behemoths like Boeing

have in-house legal departmentsto help them navigate their way through the regulatory

maze.But chances are, your small business doesn’t have a single lawyer onstaff, and you may

not even know a lawyer who specializes in governmentcontracts (especially the small business

rules), much less havethe budget to hire one to provide daily advice on compliance.So what do

you do?If you’re like many small government contractors, you spend a littletime reading pieces

of the FAR, talk to others in the industry, andattend the occasional procurement conference or

symposium. You tryyour best to learn the rules. If you do call a government contractslawyer, it’s

after something has gone wrong—you end up on the wrongend of a protest, or government

investigators show up to audit yourcompliance with the small business rules or wage and hour

regulations.By then, it may be too late.What Are the Risks?You may be wondering whether it’s

really important to teach yourselfall these government contracting rules. After all, if you act

honestlyand apologize if you happen to inadvertently violate a rule you didn’tknow about, won’t

that be good enough?Probably not. Government contracting isn’t like being pulled overfor

speeding, when, if you have a good driving record and are verypolite to the officer, there’s a

chance you will get off with a warning.Don’t expect the same treatment when it comes to

government contracting.Breaking the rules, even unintentionally, can have dire

consequencesfor you and your business:! Terminated contracts. Every year, the government

terminatescountless small business contracts as the result of competitors’ successfulsize or

eligibility protests. Other contracts are terminated—ornever awarded in the first place—

because contractors violate ethical,conflict-of-interest, and other requirements.! Suspensions

and debarments. The government is increasinglysuspending and debarring contractors, that is,

prohibiting thosecontractors from selling anything to the government for a certain periodof time

—often six months for a suspension and three years for adebarment. Political pressure is

mounting to further increase the frequencyof suspensions and debarments and make

debarments mandatoryfor certain violations (they are already mandatory for some).! Fines and

financial penalties. Breaking many of the governmentcontracting rules can result in civil fines

and other financialpenalties. For small contractors, the risk is especially acute in the wakeof a

2010 law providing that if a company incorrectly certifies itself as“small” for a federal contract, it

can be forced to repay the governmentthe total value of the contract, plus additional damages.!

Jail time. Egregious violations of the contracting rules can land acontractor’s owners or officers

in the Big House, where you may get thechance to interact with another contractor’s employees

—prison guards.If you contract with the government, you owe it to yourself, yourcompany, and

your employees to know the government contractingrules. That’s what this book is all

about.Where Do All These Rules Come From?For small contractors, learning the government

contracting rules canbe particularly challenging because there is no single source to findthem.

These rules are spread out among a variety of federal statutesand regulations, most notably:!

The Federal Acquisition Regulation, or FAR. The FAR is thelargest single set of government

contracting regulations, weighing in ataround 2,000 densely packed pages in hard copy. You

can find the FARat https://www.acquisition.gov/far/.! The U.S. Small Business Administration’s



regulations. As asmall government contractor, you will discover (if you haven’t already)that the

SBA plays a big role in your government contracting business.Its regulations establish the

framework for deciding what companiesqualify as “small” businesses, as well as which

companies are eligiblefor the SBA’s special contracting programs for disadvantaged

smallbusinesses.! The Department of Labor’s regulations. The Department ofLabor oversees

the rules governing how much you must pay yourworkers, how much vacation time you must

give them, and other rulescovering your relationship with your employees.! Federal criminal

law. Breaking some of the government contractingrules (like the prohibition on bribery) results

in criminalpenalties. This is how some unscrupulous contractors have wound upin prison.While

these are the major sources of the rules we will discuss inthis book, they’re not the only places

the rules originate. Other lawsapplicable to your small business are peppered throughout the

Codeof Federal Regulations (CFR) and United States Code (USC). Some ofthe rules have not

been codified at all, but instead have been developedby administrative bodies such as the

Government AccountabilityOffice (GAO) and the SBA’s Office of Hearings and Appeals(OHA).

With so many pages of rules, coming from so many places, it’slittle wonder that many small

government contractors simply throwup their hands in frustration at the thought of trying to

learn them.About This BookWritten in layman’s terms (not “legalese”) and using easy-

tounderstandterms and examples, this book explains the most importantrules your small

business must follow to remain in Uncle Sam’sgood graces. The book is intended for the busy

small business ownerwho doesn’t have the resources to consult a lawyer on every

governmentcontracting decision or the time to master the thousands ofpages of rules on his or

her own.In addition to clear and concise discussion, each chapter includesseveral features to

help you understand and apply the rules:! Examples. Key concepts are developed in examples,

so that youcan see how a rule might apply in the real world. Some examples areloosely based

on real-life judicial and administrative decisions; othersspring from the author’s fertile

imagination.! The Primary Rules: Where to Find Them. If you want toread the rules

themselves, each chapter includes a section tellingyou where to look. Simply plug in the

regulatory citation to your favoriteInternet search engine and you should have no trouble

findingthe regulation.! Risk Questionnaires. Chapters 2 and 3, which deal with the

importantquestion of whether your small business is considered affiliatedwith other companies,

include end-of-chapter questionnairesallowing you to quickly assess whether your small

business might havean “affiliation problem.”! Compliance at a Glance. Chapters 4–15 conclude

with a summaryof the most important rules discussed in that chapter, each witha “checkbox”

next to it so you can track your company’s compliance.You will sometimes see the notation

(“recommended”) in Complianceat-a-Glance, meaning that the action is strongly recommended

but notrequired by law.This book covers the key rules you should know in order to ensurethat

your company remains on the straight and narrow when it doesbusiness with the government.

But with thousands of pages of rulesto cover, it does not discuss everything. In particular, this

book doesnot address:! State and local rules. This book only covers contracting withthe U.S.

federal government. It does not address the myriad rules forcontracting with state and local

governments around the country.! Agency-specific rules. Many federal agencies have

adoptedtheir own FAR supplements, which only apply to procurements conductedby that

particular agency (unlike the FAR and the regulations ofthe SBA and Department of Labor,

which apply to almost all federalagencies). We do not address agency-specific rules in this

book, withone exception: in Chapter 12, we cover a special contracting programfor service-

disabled veterans run by the U.S. Department of VeteransAffairs.! Accounting rules. As a

government contractor, you need to ensurethat your financial house is in order and your



accounting systemis up to snuff. We provide a brief overview in Chapter 10, but for

spacereasons, do not address accounting in-depth.! How to win government contracts. This

book is a complianceguide, not a “how-to” manual on winning government business.Of course,

we’d like to think that gaining a reputation as a knowledgeableand compliant contractor will

provide a competitive edge inand of itself.Two Brief DisclaimersBecause this book is, in fact,

written by a lawyer, and because welawyers are a cautious bunch by nature, we want to pause

here for twoimportant disclaimers.First, this book is intended for your educational use only. It

doesnot constitute legal advice about any specific situation you may face.Reading it (even if

you read it very carefully and dog-ear your favoritepages) does not create an attorney–client

relationship between youand the author or his law firm.Second, like most things in life, the

government contractingrules sometimes change. This book reflects the rules as they

werewhen it was written, and most of those rules are probably still thesame as you’re reading it

now. But keep an eye on trade publicationsand blogs and keep your ears open for news that a

rule has changed.If you’re not sure whether a rule we discuss in this book has beenamended,

use the “The Primary Rules: Where to Find Them” citationsto help you find out. In addition,

bookmark the author’s blog, Small-GovCon (www.smallgovcon.com), for updates about the

rules discussedin this book.Let’s Get StartedAll right, that’s enough disclaiming for one book,

don’t you think?Kick off your shoes, lean back, and let’s discuss what you need toknow to

ensure that your small business plays by the rules.--This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Read more
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Government Contracts in Plain English: What You Need to Know About the FAR (Federal

Acquisition Regulation), DFARS, Subcontracts, Small Business Set-Asides, ... Contracts in

Plain English Series), Federal Acquisition Regulation in Plain English: 700+ Answers to

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about the FAR and Government Contracts (The

Government Contracts in Plain English Series), Federal Acquisition: Key Issues and Guidance,

The 8(a) Program: A Comprehensive Guide to the SBA's 8(a) Business Development Program-

In Plain English (Koprince Law LLC GovCon Handbooks Book 1)

Sean, “A must buy for anyone starting out or just getting into thier first government contract.

This is a very straight forward well written book that cuts to the chase; giving you the really bits

of the information you want. It gives you the meat and potatoes for anyone starting out with

government contracts. I choose to give it 4 stars just because a lot of the information was

something I happen to know already, but now a solid reference to explain specific things in a

concise manner when talking to co-workers, Contract Reps, and who ever else.I would

recommend this book for anyone, of course, starting out and needs to get all the information in

one place ( the opposite of how I obtained most of the information :-) Or if you're someone like

me that explains things in a complex manner that usually bore people to death. In the manner

of being "time efficient" I need to learn how to explain things to people as if I was "explaining"

things to a 5 year old... not with the intention of being rude or demeaning. When talking to co-

workers who've never read the FAR and trying to explain why certain things must be completed

a specific way; it's much easy when using non "FAR-LIKE" vocabulary or "government-esquie"

vernacular. This book definitely gives you that "5-year old" explanation of a subject I've been

trained to make into some complex algorithm.What I didn't like was the specific topics that I

wanted to have more in-depth knowledge of that, due to space in the book, he stated was a

subject for another book. The accounting aspect of these government contracts fascinates me

to my core and they we wisely excluded from this book, since it So if you're look for an in-

depth knowledge of cost analysis data / accounting do's and don'ts this book is not that, nor

does it every say that it is (just wanted to point out that the book does not falsely state anything

about accounting best practices.)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Jam Packed with Actionable Information. If you have the time and desire

to read thru and evaluate 1 million plus pages of government contracting regulations, then

don't buy this book. Otherwise, buy this book. Discovered that many of the government

contracts I have experienced could have results in successful protests, debarment, fines,

conviction, etc on so many points.  Truly a "We're not in Kansas anymore" book.”

Shanna Reynolds, “Boss took my 1st copy. This is a great book if you are thinking as a small

business to branching into the federal market. I have had to purchase 2 because my boss took

mine”

Stephen A. Avery, “Essential Resource for Small Business Government Contractors. This book

is my number one recommendation to small business government contractors (in addition to

my work) and I wish it had been available years ago. Accurate and clear outline of the

requirements and risks associated with government contracts and the various small business

programs out there (8a, Women Owned, Hub Zone, etc...). It answers the vast majority of start-

up compliance issues and is an essential reference.”



Philip H, “Fantastic book. As someone new to the govt contracting .... Fantastic book. As

someone new to the govt contracting world (having only worked as an employee of GC firms)

this was a great book. It covers a lot of the basics very well, which is what I needed. Was

actually surprised how much I got out of this book.”

D. J. Klein, “Great book to help your small business. This great book helps small businesses

evaluate if they want to enter into government contracting. Federal government contracts are a

great method for small business expansion. However, not doing your homework and not

reading contracts may create hardships beyond the one contract.The book is an easy read and

stays away from complex legal language. The author uses simple examples to illustrate

various scenarios with regulations. This book contains great knowledge from someone with

firsthand experience in government contracting.I strongly suggest those looking at entering into

small business contracts or business students studying business law to read this book. It is an

excellent guide to discovering if your business is suited to government contracting.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Must read for new Fed contractors. Outstanding book albeit a bit dated.

Not aware of a more informative read on this subject.”

David G. Simmons, “The information provided is in a clear voice that explains .... The

information provided is in a clear voice that explains some details in a way a non-Lawyer can

understand. It has helped me get started and set me on the path for making sure I at least

have the ability to compete.Buy this if you have any questions at all about setting down the

government contracting path.”

The book by Jennifer Fischetto has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 64 people have provided feedback.
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